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CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION FOR GENERALIZED
CONTINUED FRACTIONS
PAUL LEVRIE AND LISA JACOBSEN
ABSTRACT. The main result in this paper is the proof of convergence acceleration for a suitable modification (as defined by de Bruin and Jacobsen)
in the case of an n-fraction for which the underlying recurrence relation is of
Perron-Kreuser
type. It is assumed that the characteristic equations for this
recurrence relation have only simple roots with differing absolute values.

1. Introduction
and notation.
Modifications of continued fractions have
been studied extensively during the past few years by different authors [6, 10, 11,
12, 13]. Recently L. Jacobsen and M. G. de Bruin generalized this concept of
modification to n-fractions or generalized continued fractions (GCF's). (For detail
the reader is referred to [3]; the notation used will be that from [3].)
Let n be a fixed natural number (n > 1). Consider a sequence of complex
(n + l)-tuples (bk,ak ,... ,ak'), ak ^ 0. Then the n-fraction associated with
this sequence, written as

i41]\
(la)

l/c=l

,(n)

V bk J
is given by the sequence of approximants {Ak /Bk,..., Ak /Bk}kL1 (if they exist),
where the numerators and denominators satisfy the recurrence relation
(lb)

Xk = bkXk_i+akn)Xk_2

+ --- + akl)Xk-n-i,

A;=1,2,...,

with initial values
(2)

AfZj = ói+_,,„+i,

for i — 1,...,
inCn:

n. The n-fraction is said to converge in Cn if the following limit exists

(3)

B-j = 6n+l-rj,n-rl

{So1', • • •, íon)} = ton {¿j^/Bfc,..

U = °. • • • >n)

-,Akn)/Bk}.

For k > 1 we introduce the Moebius transforms

k v

S('WD
sk [w

,...,w

'

'

i

bk + w(n)

^fnU _ «1° +W(<-1}
)-

bk + w(n)

f._2

(i-Z,...,n)

,
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and for i = 1,... ,n

,.

s[lHw^,...,w^)

= s^(w^,...,w^),

SÜHwW,...,«,(»)) = Si1!^,...,

a£n))

(* > 2) (if they exist).

Then we have the connection formula (cf. [1])

From this formula it follows that

(6)

Akl)/Bk = S{kt](0,...,0)

fori=l,...,n,

and we see that the sequence of approximants of the n-fraction (1) may be expressed
by the Moebius transforms Sk . So as in the case of ordinary continued fractions,
the approximants of the n-fraction (1) may be evaluated by replacing its tails, i.e.
/^

(7)

K°°
k=m+l

V bk J
by zero for successive values of m. If the tail (7) converges, we let (fm ,..., Cm )
denote its value. Since the choice of zeros for the tails is a rather arbitrary one (the
values of convergent tails converge to zero in exceptional cases only), the concept
of modification of an n-fraction is introduced.
Given a sequence of n-tuples {(wk ,..., wk )}^i of numbers from C, a modification of (1) is given by the sequence of n-tuples

(8)

{^(«[«.....«^.....^(«^.....«¡r^s.!.

We assume (wk ,..., wk ) to be chosen such that (8) is well defined. It can be seen
from our main theorem that for convergent n-fractions and an appropriate choice
of the wk the sequence of modified approximants
(8) converges to the value of
the n-fraction faster than the sequence of ordinary approximants (6) (convergence
acceleration is characterized by

(9)

A*) _ <f(')/,..(l)

lim t° 3

7,

,..(n)\

\

'•••'W ]=0

(i = l,...,n) ).

For the sequel we will restrict ourselves to the case that the n-fraction converges in
Cn. First we shall state a very important theorem in the theory of linear recurrence
relations, i.e. the Perron-Kreuser theorem (cf. [4, 7, 8, 9]), which we shall use in

the proof of Theorem I.
The Perron-Kreuser

(lb)

theorem. The recurrence relation

Xk = bkXk-i+akn)Xk_2

is said to be of Perron-Kreuser

+ --- + a[l)Xk-n-i,

k =1,2,...,

type if its coefficients satisfy

¿>fc= -Sn+1rCm"+'

(1+0(1))

a{k>= -Sikm>(l + o(l))

(*-0o),

(fc-oo),

i = l,...,n,
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PO
Pn+1

FIGURE 1
where the a¿ are real or complex numbers and sn+2 is defined to be one. The
m¿ are real or —oo with mi > —oo; mn+2 is defined to be zero. With such a
recurrence relation we can associate a uniquely defined Newton-Puiseux polygon in
a rectangular (x, j/)-coordinate system (see Figure 1).

Let the points po, Pi i • ■->Pn+i be defined by x = i,y = mn+2-t (i = 0,.. .,n+l).
Then some of the points po,... ,pn+i are connected with linear segments in such a
way that the resulting polygon is concave downwards, each point pt (i = l,...,n)
being on or below the resulting figure, po and p„+i being the endpoints of the figure.
If the polygon so constructed has a distinct linear segments, their respective slopes
are denoted by ai,...,
aa with c*i > a2 > ■■■> aa, and their abscissas are denoted
by 0 = eo < ei < • • • < eCT= n + 1. It follows that
ax

(11)

and the Perron-Kreuser

mn+2-ex

-"ln+2-ej.i

\ = l,...,a,

e\ -e\-i

theorem states

THEOREM. A linear recurrence relation with the above Newton-Puiseux polygon
has a fundamental system ofn+1 solutions which fall into a classes. Each of these
classes is further broken into subclasses, the Xth class (X — 1,2,...,o~)
containing
ßx subclasses. Let q^ (7 = 1,2,... ,ßx) denote the number of linearly independent
solutions in the 7Í/1 subclass of the Xth class. Then each of the q^(A) solutions Xk
and their nonzero linear combinations satisfy

limsupdXfclAfc!)^)1/*

(12)

t

(A)

k—»00

Here the t\
are distinct positive numbers which are the moduli of the roots of the
following characteristic equation corresponding to the Xth class:

(13)

r0

x

e*-'

+r\X)xex-e*-

(A)
+ ... + !•

= 0,

where
ri

depending

(A) _
— sn+2-eA-i-t

or

on whether the point (eA-i + i,rnn+2-e

below the Xth side of the Newton-Puiseux

polygon.

0
t-i) falls, respectively,
The number
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the number of roots, counting their multiplicities,

of (13) with absolute value t^ '.

Thus, it follows that
tiA\

(14)

(A)

,

q\ '+q2

(A)

,

(A)

+--- + q0i'=ex-ex-i-

Further, to each simple root u of (13) whose absolute value is distinct from the
absolute values of the other roots, there corresponds a solution Xk in the Xth class

which satisfies
(15)

lim(Xk+i/ka>Xk)=u.

k—*oo

REMARKS. If ex > ex-i + 1, but none of the points p¿, e\-i < i < ex, lies on
the Newton-Puiseux polygon, then all the ex — ex-i roots of (13) are distinct but
have coinciding absolute values
fW

(That is, ßx = 1 and q[

_ I, ^

/„

^n

|l/(eA-ex-i)

— ex - ex-i-)

If e^ = ex-i +1, then there is only one linearly independent

solution of (lb)

from the Ath class. It behaves according to (15) with u = —sn+2-ex/sn+2-ex_l.
If
in addition A = 1, then this is a dominant solution of (lb) and thus the GCF (la)

converges under mild conditions. Indeed, since then ak /bkbk-i ■■-bk-i-n+i
—*0
it follows that all the tails (7) converge from some m on ([1], see also Theorem 1).
From now on we will assume that for every A the roots of (13) belonging to the
Ath class are all different in modulus. Let w¿ (i = ex-i + l,...,e\)
be the roots of
the characteristic equation for the Ath class, with
(16)

\uex_1+i\

> ■■■ > \uex\.

Since t¿ _e
= sn+2-ex t¿ 0 we also have all |uj| > 0.
It is easy to prove that in this case the recurrence relation (lb) has a basis
ordered by domination: using (15) we are able to choose for each i — 1,... ,n + l

a solution {Dk}

(17)

of (lb) which satisfies

\im(Dk%i/ka*Dki))

= ui

fori = ex-i + l,...,ex

and using (16) we then have

(18)

lm(DJLi+1)/0ÍO)= O fori = l,...,n.

k—y<x>

Hence the {Dk} form a basis which is ordered by domination. From [2] follows
therefore that the n-fraction connected with these recurrence relations, and all its
tails, converge in Cn. From (17) we have

(19)

DrljD^

= k^mil + o(l))
= Vi(k)(l + o(l))

(k - oo)
(fc-oo)

where we have put Vi(k) — kaxUi.
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Later on we shall also need the following:
Elementary symmetric functions. The elementary symmetric functions for a set
of m arbitrary complex numbers xi,... ,xm are defined as
Jl(Xl,

• • • , Xm) = X\ + • • • + xm,

f2(Xi,.

.. ,Xm) = XiX2 +2:1X3 -I-\-

Xm-iXm,

(¿0)
Jm(Xl,

If we construct
(21)

• • • , Xm) — XiX2 ■■■Xm.

from these /¿ the polynomial

Pxu...,Xm(x)

= Xm-

fix"1'1

+ f2Xm~2 + ■■■+ (-l)mfm,

then this polynomial has the roots Xi,... ,xm, and so we have

(22) PXu...,Xm(xi)= x?-f1x?-1+f2x?-2+.

■-+(-l)mfm

= 0,

i = l,...,m.

This can be seen as a system of m equations in the m unknowns /¿ (i = 1,... ,m).
Solving it using Cramer's rule gives us

(23)

fm.i+1=detV^/detV^m+1),

i = l,...,m,

where V^l/ is the square matrix arising from the matrix V with

V=

/ 1

1

Xi

x2

■ xm

xm

■ x™y

\xm

•

1 \

by removing the ith row.

2. Convergence
of the values of the tails of an n-fraction.
In Theorem I
we shall give a result concerning the limit of the tails of an n-fraction, and this for
two special types of Perron-Kreuser recurrence relations:

(24)

I. ei > 1,

(25)

II.

ei = 1,

ai=
ai>

0,
a2 = 0.

(Note that using an equivalence transformation
(see e.g. [1, 4]) every recurrence
relation of Perron-Kreuser type can be brought into one of these two forms without
changing the character of the Newton-Puiseux
diagram or the equations (13).)
In our situation these two types of recurrence relations correspond to GCF's
with the following properties.
Type Y m-i < 0 for all i, where ro¿ = 0 for i = n + 2 — ei and at least one

i > n + 2 —ei, but for no i < n + 2 —ei.
Case (i). mn+i = 0 (which is always the case if ei =2).

C« = aP/Mk-i

Then

■■-fc-i-n-M = (-l)"-<+1(*.V*n;i+2)*m<(l+ »(I))

and thus ak -* 0 and ck —►
0 for all i < n + 2 - ei. If in particular
(13) has the two solutions

«i,2 = -(an+i/2)(l

± yjl-4sn/sl+1)
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for A = 1, that is, -Sn/s^+i
£ (-00, -1].
Case (ii). mn+i < 0 (which can only happen if ei > 2 and thus n > 1). Then

cf

= (-l)"-l+1(aî/a^1+2)fcm'-(n-î+2)m«+'(l

+o(l))

and thus ck —►
00 for i — n + 2 — ei and at least one i > n + 2 — e\, but possibly
also for other values of i. If in particular ei = 3, then (13) has the three solutions

«1,2,3 = (sn-i/2)1'3

lp* (-1 + v/l+4a3/27a2_iy

'

+ p«(-l-^l

+ 4a3/27a2_iy/3j

for A = 1, where p = ei2*lz and (p,q) = (0,0), (1,2) and (2,1). That is -sl_Jsl

£

(-oo,0]u[£,+oc).
Type II. mn+i > to, for all t with equality for i = n + 2 - e2, to„+i > 0. Then
c[i] -» 0 for all i.
THEOREM I. The values of the tails, £k (i = 1,..., n), of the GCF associated
with a recurrence

(26)

(a)

relation

(lb)

of Type I for which (16) holds for all A, satisfy

lim ein~'+1) = (-l)77(«2,...,«e,)

k—>oo

if i = 1,... ,ei - 1,

,(71-7+1)

rM

ro

if i = ex-i,- ..,e\ - 1,
/or A = 2,..., a with
a(i)

= (e2 - ei)a2

+ (e3 - e2)a3 H-h

(i - eX-i + l)aX-

For a recurrence relation of Type II we have

(28)

,(71-7+1)

lim Çfc

k—>oo

Ka^'i

=

r(A)

"e;2; + 1
A
r0 >

ifi = ex-i,.-.,ex-l,

X = 2,...,o.

REMARK. In particular this means that

a\
( 0
lim £> = {,,.„

k -<*=Sfc

I (-1)—«+1/B_i+1(u2,...,«ei)

if i < n + 1 - ei
~
ift>n

+ l-e,

for Type I

and
u)
( 0
lim £1 ' = < f91
, ¡o\
*-«, ç*
\ r^t+1/r<2)

if i < n + 1 - e2
if i > n + 1 - e2

for Type II.

PROOF. Let us consider the shifted recurrence relation
(29)

Jrm=6m+fc-ym-l+am,+fc-ym-2

+ ---+aU+fc-ïm-n-l
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The tails £k then satisfy £k — limm—oo Ak^m/Bk,m where the Akm and Bk>m
follow from (lb) and the initial values (2) as for the nonshifted case. Because the

Dk s form a basis for (lb) the shifted Dk s form a basis for (29):

(30)

Ad)

-Ak,i)nW

St.

-ib{k)D{1)

Ak,m - 4>1

,Ak,i)D(2)

1Jm+k + <P2

Ok]m—Vi

+é{k)D(2)

LJm+k+™2

¿(Mn(»+D

Um+k^

+ <Pn+ l Um+k

+---+é(k)

Um+k

+

,-_,

>

1 — 1,...,!»,

„

D{n+1)

+ Vn+l^m

+k '

If «W = (l{t],..., fjg.i)T (t = 1,..., n + 1) with *j° = Sij (j = l,...,n

+ l) and if

Dfc is defined by

Dfc =

(31)

( D&
(i)
L>fc-n+l

l(2)

(n+l)
D fc-n+1

uk-n+l

DP

V^
then <f>['*' and Vi

Dtt1] A

Dk-n

D(n+1)

may be calculated from

D*(*iW\...,*ft?)r

= iW for* = l,...,n,

Dfc(^fc),...,Ä)T=/(M+1).
Since the {.D^ }'s form a basis, we have detDfc ^ 0 and Cramer's rule gives us
,(¿,i)
Ifc_
^ =i.lY+i^l,
,<*>
=(_irü«e^
detDfc
detDfc :
where T)k'

is the matrix arising from Dk by removing the pth row and the first

column. Since the basis of the {Dk'ys
det Y)k

is ordered by domination,

it follows that

' ' t¿ 0 from some k on. Hence
,(n-t+l)

,(fc,n-7+l)

h_

Hotr»(n-*+1,1)

_ t iyaezxjk_

Ik)
ip\

detD

i = l,...,n,

(n+1,1)

is well defined and finite. If we divide the Zth column of D^" '
by Dk_n' for I = 1,... ,n, then, using (19) and (23) we find

' ' and Y)k

i <k,n—i+1)

<Pl jjj—

n

= (-l)lfi(v2(k),

. . .,Vn+i(k))(l

+ 0(1))

(k - OO)

since

DW
k—n+j
k—n

(i)
D k—n+j

J)
D k—n+j

D(i)
—l

M
D k—n

1 =(vl(k))3il

+ o(l))

(k—yoo),j = 0,...,n.

Now if the recurrence relation (lb) is of Type I, we have
^n-i

+ l)/xl)(k) = (_1)7.(U2)

. . . )Uei) ka'Uei + 1,. . . , ka*Ue2, . . . ,
ka°ue„_1+i,...,ka°un+i)(l
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If í = 1,... ,ci —1 it is easy to see that
^n-i+l)/x¡l(k)

= (_ir/t(u2)

... )Uei)(l + 0(1))

(fc -

OO)

since 0 > a2 > a3 > ■■■> aa. Hence
^(n-t+l)

lim £k%

k—»oo

= Hm

,(¿,77-7+1)

lim —~-=

k—™m-»oo

lim ——¿-¡-r-

Bkm

k—»oo

i/>l '

= (-l)Vt(«2,.--,«ei)
using (30) and the fact that the basis of the {/}[ }'s is ordered by domination.
This proves part (a) of the theorem. If i = e^-i, ...,e\ — l (A = 2,...,a)
we find,
using the properties of the /¿ :
Ak,n-i+l)

Pl

fX~l

=(-l)7e,-l(«2,...,«ei)
X fc(l-e-

nfc(g>"e>~')a>/'>-«>-.K-.+l'-••'»',-)

+ 1»aV1-e1.1 + lK.1

+ l, - • ,«eJ(l

= (-1)^»/„_!(«,.«,,)

+ 0(1))

A /.J-«Í.1(V,+1.«.,)

x/i_ex_1+i(ueA_1+i,...,ueJ(l

+ o(l))
(A-l

rU)

y=2

ro

(A)

x (_l)'-'*-,+ir'-y

(i + 0(i))

using (13), (21)

/a-i
= (-iyka^fei.i(u2,...,uei)(-iy-^+í

r(i)

][-2ízgzi
,J=2

r0

(A)

rt-e^_1+l

'(l+o(l))

r0
(A)

= (-l)««-1*««/«,-!^,

since rp

= re~i-e

_2 f°r i = 2,...,
,(ri-i+l)

. . ■,ttei)r'-e;-1+1(l
r0

+ 0(1))

(k -

OO)

n + 1. Hence,
An-i+1)

vlim -=-—7-T—
£k
k,m
= rhm vlim -—+—-=
fc-»oo
ka(-l>
Af^oom — oo ka(l>Bk<m

,(k,n-i+l)

v
<P\
hm —-tttfc^oo £a(t).0(fc)

= i-ir-ifei-i(u2,...,uet)

rW

l~ex{2),+l.

ro
This proves part (b). To prove the second part of the theorem a similar argument

may be used.
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FRACTIONS

Let us define modifying factors wk

= w^

for i =

k > 1 by
ww = lim &

(32)

fc—»oo

using Theorem I.

THEOREM II. Given the n-fraction
ia^\

(la)

Kk = l

,(«)

\bkJ
satisfying the assumptions

(33) {A^)}^vect{{i?^)}|t

(10), (16) and (24) or (25) and such that for j = l,...,n

= ep + l,...,n

1 /or Type I,

+ l}

with p = { * ^
/or Type II

(for a set V vect V denotes the vector space spanned by the elements ofV).
converges to a finite value {£0 ,..., £0" } 6 Cn, we have

If the

n-fraction

(34)

lim

fc-°°

á0 - s^ry*),. ..,«■("))
r(«)
(«)/
^;-^(o,...,o)

0

(¿ = l,...,n).

REMARK. In [3] de Bruin and Jacobsen proved this theorem for limit-1-periodic
n-fractions.
As seen from our point of view limit-1-periodic
n-fractions are nfractions associated with a Perron-Kreuser recurrence relation of Type I with p =
(7 = 1.

EXAMPLE. Consider the 3-fraction

aP = blk + 2500+

1
k+1

+

1
fc(rC+l)'

1
k(k+l)''

ak2) = -100/c -5051 + t—
k+ 1
bk = k + 150 +

1

k+ 1

+

1

k(k + l)

with w/1' = 51, w'2' = —100. The exact value of the GCF (all digits correct) is

Éo1' = 25.849821113137, £02) = -51.896713180952.
In the tables below values of S{k](0,0) and S{kl)(w^,w^)
acceleration coefficients

(Table 1) and of the

•lÍ,,= (tf)-5Í<)(«(l),«(a)))/(d0-5Í0(0,0))
(Table 2) are given. (The acceleration shows up rather late since the constant terms
are so large.)
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. The proof given in [3] for the special case
mentioned above is still valid, only a few changes have to be made. The proof
consists of three steps:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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a)

,M
(b)

?(«) en
nï _ o(*)/
S^fc(0,...,0)-5¿íj(0,...,0)^0

,.
hm

for fc> k0, p > Po-

gfffc(0,...,0)-g¿V1>,..■,*<»>)
eC.
5¿2fc(0,...,0)-5^(0,...,0)

(c) The proof of (34).

Table 1
v

1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115

S{1)(0,0)

S\}\w^\w^)

16.78947368
25.79789811
25.84765251
25.84878915
25.84890247
25.84894320
25.84898775
25.84910613
25.84925570
25.84948770
25.84969579
25.84979017
25.84981540
25.84982026
25.84982101
25.84982110
25.84982111

49.07692308
33.00217711
26.10655259
25.86690369
25.85223504
25.85029284
25.84990368
25.84983028
25.84982352
25.84982165
25.84982121
25.84982113
25.84982112
25.84982111
25.84982111
25.84982111
25.84982111

S<2)(0,0)
-33.88157895
-51.79348166
-51.89240164
-51.89466146
-51.89488677
-51.89496774
-51.89505631
-51.89529167
-51.89558906
-51.89605030
-51.89646401
-51.89665165
-51.89670181
-51.89671148
-51.89671297
-51.89671316
-51.89671318

Table 2
77(1)

1 -2.56359948 10 - 137.7492724120 - 118.3856757330 - 16.55343491 40 - 2.62770954 50 -0.53732460 60 - 0.09907743 70 -0.01281565 75 -0.00425901 80 -0.00159917 85 -0.00079294 90 -0.00050498 95 -0.00036394 100 - 0.00027561 105 - 0.00021376 110-0.00016843
115 - 0.00013477 -

(2)
■ni>

2.56234444
137.74927241
118.38567573
16.55343491
2.62770954
0.53732460
0.09907743

0.01281565
0.00425901
0.00159917
0.00079294
0.00050498
0.00036394
0.00027561
0.00021376
0.00016843
0.00013468
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sl2\wM,wW)
-98.05769231
-66.11677994
-52.40713782
-51.93067617
-51.90151247
-51.89765105
-51.89687734
-51.89673140
-51.89671797
-51.89671424
-51.89671338
-51.89671321
-51.89671319
-51.89671318
-51.89671318
-51.89671318
-51.89671318
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FOR CONTINUED

ïW are
or-o finite
finit«
nnA f>,Q
V.O KqoÎo
The fact that all limits £¿
and
the fr./>+
fact tV.ot
that +the
basis IdW'
{Dk}

by domination together imply that {Bk,Dk
with
Bk

lim

(37)

k—»ookaiBk-i

Using the same argument

= «i

(#0),

,...,Dk
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is ordered

} is also a basis for (lb)

0 (i

hm

k—»oo Bk

,n).

as in [3], we have
71+1

^-¿i^ +EW

(38)

(i —1,... ,n; k > 1)

j=2

«)' with 6{
;(«)
for some 6¡¡

£« and

VzG{l,...,n}3re{2,...,ep}(«$W=0(o

(39)

= 2,...,i-l)&<5t(lV0)

with p as in (33).
The proof of (a) is exactly the same as in [3]: we write

Ai)

5P+fc (0,.

,,0)-Sikt)(0,...,0)

A(i)

= -f±k

él

_

^P+k

Bk

Bk-AfBv+k
Bp+kBk

From (37) it follows that the denominator is different from zero for A > fci, p > 1.
Clearly it is also different from oo. Using (38) the numerator becomes
n+l

np+kak

Ak np-rk

— •Dp+k-k'fc ¿^
q=t

where the factor before the summation

D («)'
D (t)

' DpjkBk
9

ßv+kD^

sign is different from zero for k > k2 > ki,

p > 1 by (37) and (17) since u, ^ 0 for all i, and
D(<r) ' Dp%Bk

D?

-1

,Dk Bp+k

>0
for sufficiently large A;and p. (The first inequality follows since Dk9' /Dj*' —►
0 for

all q > t and since Dp+kBk/Dk

Bp+k —y0 as p —»oo and is thus bounded from

some p and k on. The second inequality comes from using Dr¿kBk/Dk
again for q = t.) This proves (a).
Using (5) we rewrite the expression in (b) as

S^k(0,...,0)-S{kt)(w^,...,w^)
(i)t

S¿Vfc(0,...,0)-S¿*'(0,...,0)

(40)
(n-j)Ai)

qp,k,j
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where u/n+1) = 1 and

iM

i(')

(i)

_ AP+kBk-j-i

~ Ak_J_1Bp+k

*P,k,j

■n-p+k£>k

Ak ap+k

D («)

71+1

,n + l

D (Q)

(«)

E^ilf^Bk-DÏ
B.p+k

=E*yi[Tf±7B*-i-i-D¡£i-i
p+k
q=2

g=2

The first factor in (40) satisfies (use (37))

(41)
(

nl

B _ •_ ^

lim I 1 + Y" u/n~J' —-i—

fc—»or, 1
fc—»oo

¿—'
3=0

ßk k

)I

=1

=

if the recurrence relation is of Type II,
Pu->

u. (Ul)

TA

* ° for TyPe : (use (21))-

It is therefore finite for sufficiently large A. For the second factor in (40) we have
rrt + l Ai) n(q)

lim o

„^^
HP,k,j
p^p,k,r-

—

q=t °q Uk-j-l

_

(t)

^n + 1 Ai) n{q)
Lq=t
°<¡ Uk-j-llU

5-+!^)^)

fc

YTl\^D^iDk, n(t)

v^n + 1 ¿(i) n(q)

T^n + 1 Â(i) n(q)

where
n+1

E*W/41
«=t

>íl¿ñ>o

for fc > ko- This proves (b).
(c) Since

(fc>l)

püm5¿^(0,...,0) = e«
we have for the acceleration coefficients

lim

^°°

eo"-ski>(o,...,o)
s£k(0,...,0)-S¡ci)(wW,...,wM)
= lim lim ——, ,
fc-»oop-»oo

d«) 'n
r\\ _ cWrf
5¿!/,(0,...,0)-S^(0,...,0)

71-1

= lim {
fc—»oo

n-1

x £

j=-i

^.....«„(«l)^,

i + Ew (n-j)
3=0

Bk-3-1

Bk

sr^n+1 Ai) n(q)

w{n-i)U=t^

^

, n(t)

id

(<)
E-("-ii ¿<
¿t(lM+1

with t < er¡
.ei-l

^2,...,Uei(«l)
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if the recurrence relation is of Type I, and

■J777777-1

0t

Ut

t

if the recurrence relation is of Type II, where we have used (22) and (33).
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